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SECTION A-A
NOTE 2

SECTION B-B

NOTE

1. SEE STD DWG BA 1A1 FOR GENERAL NOTES. SEE STD DWG BA 18 THROUGH BA 1D FOR TYPICAL LAYOUT REQUIREMENTS.

2. SEE "BARRIER CONNECTION DETAILS" ON STD DWG BA 1A2 FOR CONNECTION LOOP DETAILS.

3. SEE "BARRIER BLOCK OUT AND STABILIZATION PIN" ON STD DWG BA 1A2 FOR DETAILS.

4. INDICATE ON PLAN SET WHERE BARRIER SECTIONS WITH SCUPPERS ARE REQUIRED. PROVIDE SCUPPERS WHEN NOTED ON PLANS. DO NOT USE BARRIER SEAL WHEN SCUPPERS ARE PRESENT ON BARRIERS.

5. EACH BARRIER UNIT WEIGHTS 3.9 TONS.